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Strong asymmetry of the electron-loss-to-continuum cusp of multielectron U28+ projectiles in
near-relativistic collisions with gaseous targets
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The process of electron-loss to the continuum (ELC) has been studied for the collision systems U28+ + H2 at a
collision energy of 50 MeV/u, U28+ + N2 at 30 MeV/u, and U28+ + Xe at 50 MeV/u. The energy distributions
of cusp electrons emitted at an angle of 0◦ with respect to the projectile beam were measured using a magnetic
forward-angle electron spectrometer. For these collision systems far from equilibrium charge state, a significantly
asymmetric cusp shape is observed. The experimental results are compared to calculations based on first-order
perturbation theory, which predict an almost symmetric cusp shape. Some possible reasons for this discrepancy
are discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Despite its long history of research, the process of projectile
ionization during the collision with a target atom is not fully
understood [1–5]. For projectiles of high atomic number
Zp, theoretical predictions are particularly challenging [4].
Experimental total ionization cross sections of heavy few-
electron projectiles in effective charge-states Zeff

p ≈ Zp have
meanwhile been reproduced by an ab initio theory even
for higher target atomic numbers Zt [6]. In comparison to
total cross sections, experimental data of differential cross
sections provide a considerably more stringent test to ab initio
theories [1,7–9]. For projectile ionization in fast ion-atom
collisions, differential cross sections of the emitted electrons
are strongly enhanced in the forward direction. Corresponding
spectra can be accessed by measuring the electron cusp, i.e.,
the energy distribution of electrons emitted under an angle
of ϑe ≈ 0◦ with respect to the projectile beam and having a
velocity similar to the projectile velocity [2,10–18]. Deviations
from a symmetric cusp shape measured in the laboratory
frame-of-reference can be traced back to an anisotropic
electron emission in the projectile frame [19–22].

For the case of low atomic numbers of the target atom, Zt �
Zeff

p , and comparably high collision velocities (in atomic units),
vp � Zt , the projectile is dominantly ionized through a weak
perturbation, characterized by a comparably short interaction
time [4,6]. Under these conditions, the ionization process can
be treated in first-order perturbation theory, where the double-
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differential cross section of the electron distribution scales as
Z2

t and its shape is independent of Zt . For such a case of
a heavy few-electron projectile, U88+(1s22s2), ionized by a
nitrogen target, an agreement of experimental and theoretical
differential cross sections of the electron-loss-to-continuum
cusp has recently been reported [19]. However, an electron
cusp shape that varies with Zt is an indication for a process,
where the interaction is not reliably described as first-order
perturbation, as will be shown in this paper for collisions of
U28+ projectiles on H2, N2, and Xe targets.

A significant increase in complexity is introduced, when
heavy medium-charged multielectron projectiles are used, e.g.,
with Zeff

p ≈ Zp/2. Not only does the theoretical description
require bound-state wave functions of the multielectron pro-
jectile. But also, due to low binding energies of the least-bound
projectile electrons, the collision velocity may be far above
charge-state equilibrium. For these collision systems, large im-
pact parameters may become dominant, such that the screening
of the target nucleus by the target electrons is relevant.

Experimental total cross sections for multielectron pro-
jectile ionization [23–26] have been partially reproduced by
various theories [27–29]. A strong contribution of multiple
ionization was observed in Refs. [30–35]. However, exper-
imental data for corresponding differential ionization cross
sections of dressed heavy projectiles did not exceed the level
of proof-of-principle [13–17]. Furthermore, an ab initio theory
predicting differential and total cross sections for the ionization
of multielectron heavy projectiles in ion-atom collisions has
not been developed up to now.

Besides the basic interest in understanding one of the
fundamental atomic collision processes, projectile ionization
in ion-atom collisions has a significant relevance for the
beam physics of heavy-ion accelerators. The beam intensity of
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heavy-ion synchrotrons is ultimately limited by space-charge
effects. These effects can only be reduced by decreasing
the charge state of the accelerated ions at the expense of
an increased magnetic rigidity required for the same ion
beam energy. Here, the ionization of heavy medium-charged
ions by atoms of the residual gas plays a crucial role, since
charge-exchanged ions are lost during the acceleration process.
In addition, ion-beam lifetimes in synchrotrons are limited by
the effect of dynamic vacuum [36,37]. For instance, in the
heavy-ion accelerator chain of FAIR, U28+-ions are planned
to be accelerated consecutively in the synchrotrons SIS18 and
SIS100 from an energy of 11.4 MeV/u to 2.7 GeV/u [38].

This motivates the current study of differential cross
sections for the ionization of U28+([Kr]4d104f 145s25p2) in
collisions with the three gaseous neutral targets. Measured
and calculated energy spectra of cusp electrons for the
collision systems U28+ + H2 at 50 MeV/u, U28+ + N2 at
30 MeV/u, and U28++Xe at 50 MeV/u are presented. Un-
precedentedly clean experimental conditions were facilitated
by using the magnetic forward-angle electron spectrome-
ter [19–22] installed in the experimental storage ring ESR of
the heavy-ion accelerator facility GSI Helmholtzzentrum für
Schwerionenforschung. The measured spectra are compared
with theoretical calculations based on first-order perturbation
theory applying relativistic wave functions for the initial bound
states of the heavy multielectron projectile, and the observed
discrepancies between experiment and theory are discussed.
These inconsistencies may also question the theoretical models
used for the calculation of ion-beam lifetimes in heavy-ion
accelerators.

The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II the experi-
mental setup is briefly described, in Sec. III the data analysis is
explained, in Sec. IV the concept of the theoretical calculations
is given, and in Sec. V the experimental results are discussed
in comparison with theory.

II. EXPERIMENT

The experiment was conducted at the heavy-ion accelerator
facility GSI Helmholtzzentrum für Schwerionenforschung.
The uranium ions were stripped to their final charge state
28+ within the linear accelerator UNILAC at an energy of
1.4 MeV/u, accelerated in the synchrotron SIS18 to 30 or
50 MeV/u, and injected into the heavy-ion storage ring ESR. In
the ESR, electron cooling was applied, and the U28+ projectile
ion beam was intersected with a supersonic gas-jet of H2, N2,
or Xe. The average number of U28+ projectile ions circulating
in the ring was about 3 × 106. The average area density of
target atoms was about 3 × 1010 cm−2 for H, 8 × 1010 cm−2

for N, and 2 × 109 cm−2 for Xe.
The energy distributions of electrons emitted from the

interaction point into the forward direction were measured with
a magnetic electron spectrometer by counting the observed
electrons as a function of the magnetic fields applied to the
spectrometer. The corresponding momentum analysis was
performed by two consecutive 60◦-dipole magnets. A magnetic
iron-free quadrupole triplet between the dipole magnets
provided the increased angular acceptance by focusing the
traversing electrons. The angular acceptance with respect to
the projectile beam was given by ϑe = 0◦–ϑmax = 0◦–2.4◦

in the polar direction and by the whole azimuthal angle,
ϕe = 0◦–360◦. The relative momentum acceptance resulting
from the electron optics was �pe/pe = 0.02. The field of the
dipole magnets was measured with hall probes, determining
the relative momentum scale of the measured electron spectra.
The electron detection was facilitated by a stack of two
microchannel plates in chevron configuration and a position-
sensitive hexagonal delay-line anode. The position information
of the detector was used as a diagnostic tool to ensure a
correct scaling of the electron optical elements throughout
the measured energy range. In the evaluation of the cross
sections only the count rate of the detector was used. A detailed
description of the experimental setup is given in Ref. [19].

Since the ESR is optimized for the storage and study of
heavy few-electron ions, the use of heavy medium-charged
ions like U28+ at the ESR is characterized by the following
constraints: (i) The upper limit for the projectile energy
accessible at the ESR is given by the maximum magnetic
rigidity of 10 Tm, which corresponds to about 60 MeV/u for
U28+. (ii) The lower limit for the projectile energy at about
10 MeV/u is given by the short lifetime of the stored ions at
low projectile energies due to large cross sections for ionization
and recombination in the residual gas [25,29,39]. (iii) The
lifetime of the U28+ ion beam is additionally reduced by en-
hanced recombination losses during electron cooling [40,41].
(iv) The relatively large change in the mass-to-charge ratio
when ionizing to U29+ or recombining to U27+ made it
impossible to detect the charge-exchanged projectiles by the
available particle detectors installed in the dispersive sections
of the ESR, such that no coincidence measurement of the
ionized projectile with the emitted electron was possible in
the applied experimental configuration. (v) Due to the low
projectile velocity and the low charge state, the signal induced
in the beam current transformer is relatively weak, such that
only a significant increase of the beam intensity for U28+ ions
provided by the UNILAC [42] and SIS18 within the last few
years enabled a reliable determination of the ion beam intensity
in the ESR.

These arguments motivated the choice of the projectile
energies studied in this paper. The projectile energy was
determined from the voltage applied to the electron cooler.
The chosen energy of 30 MeV/u corresponds to a projectile
velocity in units of the speed of light β = 0.2478, or in
atomic units vp = 33.96 a.u., a Lorentz factor of γ = 1.032,
and an electron cusp energy of E0 = 16.46 keV. The energy
of 50 MeV/u corresponds to β = 0.3151, vp = 43.18 a.u.,
γ = 1.054, and E0 = 27.43 keV.

III. DATA ANALYSIS

The experimental cross sections were evaluated from the
background-corrected number of electrons Ne observed in the
spectrometer through

d2σ

dEed�e

∣∣∣∣
ϑe=0◦

= Ne

Lint

1

εe��e

Ee + mec
2

E2
e + 2Eemec2

1

�pe/pe

. (1)

Here, the electron detection efficiency is εe, the observa-
tion solid angle ��e ≈ πϑ2

max, and the relative momentum
acceptance �pe/pe. The energy factor with the electron
rest energy mec

2 includes the transformation of momentum-
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differential to energy-differential cross sections dpe/dEe and
the dispersion correction 1/pe(�pe/pe), i.e., the increasing
absolute momentum acceptance with increasing momentum.
The integrated luminosity Lint in units of barn−1 was deter-
mined by integration of the product of ion beam current Iion(t)
and target area density ntarget(t) over the measurement time t ,

Lint =
∫

Iion(t) ntarget(t)

Zeff
p e

dt, (2)

with Zeff
p e = 28e being the projectile charge. The ion beam

current was measured by the beam current transformer. The
target area density was determined from the pressure increase
in the target dump measured by four calibrated vacuum
gauges [26,43]. Due to uncertainties in the determination of
the absolute scale of Lint and the unknown electron detection
efficiency εe, the measured data are only relative cross sections,
which were normalized to the absolute scale of the results of
the theoretical calculations. The error bars include a quadratic
summation of the statistical error and the estimated relative
systematic error. The dominant contribution is the relative error
in the determination of Lint, which is conservatively assumed to
be 20%. Please note that the complementary study of absolute
total projectile ionization cross sections for the same collision
systems is published in Ref. [26].

The energy scale of the presented experimental data was de-
rived from the relative momentum scale, which is proportional
to the values of the magnetic fields of the spectrometer dipoles
measured with hall probes. The electron momentum was thus
determined on a relative scale with a precision better than
10−3. The absolute energy scale was calibrated through the
well-known fact that the maximum of the electron distribution
is at the electron cusp energy E0 [44], which in turn is identical
to the (space-charge corrected) kinetic energy of electrons in
the electron cooler.

IV. THEORY

The theoretical calculations were performed based on the
distorted wave models published by Monti et al. [45,46].
These models were devised to study ionization of multielectron
atoms and molecules by partially dressed ion impact and later
extended to study projectile electron loss and simultaneous
target-projectile ionization [47]. More recently (see Ref. [21])
relativistic kinematics were implemented in order to take into
account high collision velocities.

In the present work we only focus on the projectile
ionization during collisions with a neutral target atom. The
molecular character of the H2 and the N2 target is neglected,
since the respective molecular binding energies are small
compared to the collision energies, and all cross sections are
given per target atom.

The presently studied collision systems are far from
their equilibrium charge states. Therefore, the binding en-
ergies Eb

p of the outer projectile electrons, which dominate
the electron spectra, are comparatively low (cf. Table I).
Consequently, the ionization of the projectile by the tar-
get atom occurs at comparably large impact parameters.
At these large impact parameters, the Coulomb field of
the target nucleus is partially screened by the electrons

TABLE I. Orbital binding energies, Eb
p , for the individual

subshells of U28+: The values based on relativistic Dirac-Fock (DF)
theory are taken from Ref. [48], and the values based on relativistic
multiconfiguration Dirac-Fock (MCDF) theory are calculated using
GRASP92 [49]. The MCDF values are used in this work.

Subshell Orbital binding energy in eV

of U28+ DF MCDF Difference

1s 117219.54 117225.05 5.51
2s 22701.93 22705.93 4.01
2p1/2 21894.26 21897.37 3.11
2p3/2 18059.10 18063.37 4.27
3s 6367.67 6371.33 3.66
3p1/2 6002.20 6004.80 2.61
3p3/2 5106.02 5110.01 3.99
3d3/2 4530.82 4534.19 3.37
3d5/2 4350.02 4353.73 3.71
4s 2198.68 2202.10 3.42
4p1/2 2033.10 2034.68 1.58
4p3/2 1791.11 1795.03 3.92
4d3/2 1525.92 1528.51 2.60
4d5/2 1480.22 1483.63 3.41
4f5/2 1132.09 1134.94 2.85
4f7/2 1119.91 1123.20 3.29
5s 985.93 987.32 1.39
5p1/2 918.19 920.75 2.56

of the target atom. In the theoretical model, we consider
the ionization of the projectile by the time varying field of
the target atom as the projectile passes the target. However,
projectile ionization by the electrons of the target atom is not
considered, since its contribution to the total ionization cross
sections scales only with Zt , while the contribution of the
target nucleus scales roughly with Z2

t [4]. Furthermore, the
effect of a target electron was shown to deviate from that of a
target proton only near the ionization threshold [50].

Since the target potential is partially screened, it generates
no asymptotic distortion and therefore the transition matrix as
a function of the impact parameter b corresponds to that of a
first-order Born approximation:

Aif (b) = −i

∫ +∞

−∞
dt φi(x)φf (x)∗Vt (s), (3)

where x and s = x − b − vpt are the projectile active electron
coordinates in the projectile and the target reference frame,
respectively. The initial-bound (final-continuum) state of the
projectile is φi (φf ), and Vt (s) is the short-range electrostatic
interaction between the neutral target and the projectile active
electron.

Typically, the application of first-order Born approxi-
mation, i.e., first-order perturbation theory, is justified for

small Sommerfeld parameters, ν =
√

Eb
p/E0 � 1. For the

dominating ionization out of the 4f 14-shell of U28+, this is
true since ν = 0.26 at 30 MeV/u and ν = 0.20 at 50 MeV/u.

The theoretical model used in the context of the current ex-
periment exceeds the previous ones [45–47] in the application
of fully relativistic bound-state wave functions for multielec-
tron ions, which are required for a reliable description of cases
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with a heavy projectile ion, Zpα ≈ 1 [4]. The radial parts of
the initial-bound orbitals were provided by V. P. Shevelko [51]
and calculated by means of the RICODE-M code as described
in Ref. [52]. Later, the numerical radial wave functions were
interpolated with a linear combination of Slater-type functions,
and therefore each bound orbital has the expression

φi(x) =
∑

q

Cq xnq−1 exp (−αq x)Ym
l (x̂), (4)

where the parameters Cq , nq , and αq arise from the
interpolation, and Ym

l are the spherical harmonics. The
projectile final-continuum state, φf (x), is chosen as a
hydrogenic continuum state with an effective charge given by

the prescription of Belkić et al. [53], Zeff =
√

n2Eb
p/Ry , with

the principal quantum number of the initial-bound orbital n

and the Rydberg energy Ry :

φf (x) = exp (i p′ · x)

(2π )3/2
N (λ) 1F1[−iλ,1, − i(p′x + p′ · x)].

(5)
Here, p′ is the ejected electron momentum in the projectile-
fixed reference frame, λ = Zeff/p

′, 1F1 the confluent
hypergeometric function, and N (λ) = exp (λπ/2)�(1 + iλ)
its corresponding normalization factor.

The ground-state configuration of U28+ is
[Kr]4d104f 145s25p2. For each subshell, Eb

p has been
calculated using relativistic multiconfiguration Dirac-Fock
(MCDF) theory [49], as shown in Table I. From the listed
fine structure levels, the weighted average of the binding
energies of the individual nl-shells over the j = l ± 1/2
substates was used. The binding energies, Eb

p, thus determine
the normalization of the transition matrix given in Eq. (3).

The potential Vt (s) of the target atom is approximated
by an analytical two-parameter Green-Sellin-Zachor (GSZ)
potential [54–56]. For the case of a neutral atom it reads

Vt (s) = −Zt

s
[H (es/d − 1) + 1]−1. (6)

The values applied for the parameters, H and d, are listed in
Table II. Within the present theoretical model, these parameters
determine the variation of the shape of the electron distribution
for different Zt .

In the target frame, the minimum momentum transfer of
the target nucleus onto the projectile electron required for the
ionization process is given by qmin = (Eb

p + E′
e)/γ vp, where

E′
e is the kinetic energy of the emitted electron in the projectile

frame [19]. The dominating impact parameter is then given
by b ≈ 1/qmin ≈ 1 a.u. for the studied collision systems. At
these impact parameters there is a substantial screening effect
according to the GSZ parameters given in Table II. Using these
values, e.g., for the N target, the depth of the target potential is

TABLE II. GSZ parameters (in a.u.) for the H, N, and Xe targets;
see Eq. (6).

Target Zt H d

H 1 0.824 1.107
N 7 2.340 1.170
Xe 54 6.513 1.259

reduced to one half of the pure Coulomb potential at a distance
of 0.4 a.u. This is to be compared, e.g., with the collision
system U88+ + N2 at 90 MeV/u, studied in Ref. [19], where
b ≈ 0.05 a.u., such that the target screening is not relevant.

Electron-loss double-differential cross sections,
d2σ/dE′

ed�′
e, are calculated as a function of the kinetic

energy, E′
e( p′), and the emission angle, ϑ ′

e = �( p′,vp), in the
primed projectile-fixed reference frame, and then transformed
to the unprimed laboratory frame. Furthermore, an integration
over the finite angular acceptance of the spectrometer is
performed [19]:

d2σ

dEed�e

∣∣∣∣
ϑe=0◦

= 1

1 − cos ϑmax

∫ ϑmax

0

d2σ

dE′
ed�′

e

sin ϑ ′
edϑe.

(7)
The corresponding transformations of the electron energy

and angle are given in Refs. [19,20].

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In Fig. 1, the experimental results normalized to the
theoretical calculations are given. The experimental results
show a significant asymmetry in the cusp shape, which
increases with the target atomic number Zt . The asymmetry
points to a strongly anisotropic electron emission in the
projectile frame. This behavior is not reproduced by theory,
which itself predicts a more symmetric cusp shape with only
a weak dependence on Zt .

In the evaluation of the measured electron energy dis-
tributions, no coincidence condition with the up-charged
projectile ion was used (cf. Sec. III). Consequently, the electron
distribution may not only contain contributions of ELC, but
also of ECC, i.e., electrons from the target atom captured
into the continuum of the projectile ion. However, even for
the extreme case of a Xe target, further calculations performed
within this study showed that the cross section for ECC is more
than two orders of magnitude smaller than the cross section for
ELC, thus being not relevant within the experimental accuracy.

The observed discrepancies do not change gradually across
the electron energy, consequently they cannot be explained
from the experimental side by a varying detection efficiency
of the electron spectrometer across the studied electron energy
range. Also, there is no obvious reason why the detection
efficiency should change abruptly at the cusp energy, E0. The
similarity in the electron spectra of Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) mea-
sured at different projectile energies yields further confidence
in the experimental data.

The applied theoretical model considers the ionization of
the projectile ion by the screened potential of the target atom.
However, the fact that the target atom is simultaneously ionized
by the projectile ion is not considered in the present theory.
The charge-state distributions of the ionized target atoms were
studied for comparable collision systems in Refs. [57–59]. In
an intuitive picture the ionization of the target atom causes
a considerable change in the shape of the screened target
potential, in the extreme case changing it into a pure Coulomb
potential. An improved model could include two different
target potentials, one for the incoming and one for the outgoing
half-trajectory of the projectile ion, which might explain the
observed cusp asymmetry.
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(a) U28++H at 50 MeV/u
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(b) U28++N at 30 MeV/u
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(c) U28++Xe at 50 MeV/u

FIG. 1. Energy distribution of electrons observed within an angle
of ϑe = 0◦–2.4◦ with respect to the projectile beam in collisions of
U28+ ions with gaseous targets. The experimental data (dots) were
normalized to theory (lines). The contributions of the individual
subshells of U28+ are shown. The lines labeled “rest” contain the
contributions from the shells 1s2, 2s2, 2p6, 3s2, 3p6, and 4s2.

From the theoretical point of view, improvements to achieve
better agreement could also arise from considering a two-step
process in which the projectile electron is ionized by an
interaction with the target nucleus and then interacts with its
electronic cloud. This would be noticeable though only for
small projectile frame energies, i.e., near the cusp maximum.
Furthermore, a numerical distortion could be considered,
instead of the asymptotic one, to describe the interaction
between the projectile electron and the neutral target. Both
of these improvements will be treated in the future.

The role of multiple ionization of U28+ ions in collisions
with neutral targets was studied, e.g., in Refs. [30–33,35].
Multiple ionization of the projectile may occur either directly
by the target atom or via inner-shell ionization with subsequent
emission of an Auger electron. The experimental setup did
not allow us to identify multiple ionization events. Cases
of inner-shell ionization are included in the experimental
data as well as in the theoretical model. These spectra are
independent of whether an Auger electron is subsequently
emitted or not. For U28+, an Auger electron may be emitted
after excitation or ionization of an inner-shell electron with
a sufficiently strong binding energy. Estimates based on the
binding energies of Table I show that an Auger effect with
emission of an electron, e.g., from the 5s or the 5p shell,
can only occur for an inner-shell vacancy in the 4p shell,
the 4s shell, or any other shell of stronger binding energy.
The probability of producing such an inner-shell vacancy
in the considered collision systems is significantly smaller than
the cross section for the ionization of a 4f or 4d electron, as can
be seen in Fig. 1. In the projectile frame, Auger electrons are
emitted with discrete energies, such that in the laboratory frame
they appear as sharp lines at energies located symmetrically
around the electron cusp [13–17]. Due to the comparably
small cross sections for the required inner-shell excitation or
ionization of the projectile, no Auger electrons were expected
to be observed. However, the experimental data may include
events of direct multiple ionization, where one of the ionized
electrons was detected in the spectrometer. Part of the deviation
between experimental data and theory might be attributed to
the fact, that direct multiple ionization was not included in the
theoretical model.

VI. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

The presented experimental results for the electron-loss-
to-continuum cusp of the multielectron projectiles U28+ in
collisions with different neutral targets show a significant and
varying cusp asymmetry. In contrast, the theoretical results
based on relativistic first-order calculations show negligible
dependence of the cusp shape on the target atomic number.
This observation calls for further systematic study, which aims
to separate effects of multielectron projectiles and effects of
heavy neutral targets. Comparable impact parameters would be
relevant, e.g., for K-shell ionization of Ar17+ by atomic targets
at a projectile energy of 400 MeV/u. In these collision systems,
effects of heavy-target screening on the electron emission
spectra could be studied for a hydrogen-like projectile with
the existing experimental setup at the ESR [4, Sec. 8.9].
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